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PERFORMANCE.

ON A NEW
LEVEL.
The desire for more spurs people on. It always has. And it always will. The new
Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé fulfills this desire. More space. More dynamism.
More goosebumps. As the first four-door sports car in the AMG GT model range,
the Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé delivers driving experiences in a new dimension.
Sporty and luxurious at the same time, it sets the benchmark in its segment for design
and driving performance. Perfect for everyday use. But no everyday car.
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THE MERCEDES-AMG GT 53 4-DOOR COUPÉ.

CONFIDENT
APPEARANCE.

POWERFUL
PERFORMANCE.
Unexpectedly versatile, unmistakably AMG GT: the Mercedes-AMG GT 53 4-door Coupé.
The imposing front end with slender MULTIBEAM LED headlamps, two powerdomes on the
hood, and the AMG-specific radiator grille signal attacking intent. A press of the start button
confirms it: the Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé belongs right at the front. And it hits the
front right away thanks to its innovative and highly efficient six-cylinder inline engine with
320 kW (435 hp), active aerodynamics, and AMG SPEEDSHIFT TCT 9G. The sprint from
0 to 100 km /h takes just 4.5 seconds.
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ATHLETE

IN TOP FORM.

Even when stationary the Mercedes-AMG GT 53 4-door Coupé
exudes forward thrust. From the distinctive roof line to the AMG
Performance forged wheels. Here the first four-door model in the
GT range forfeits none of its athletic design idiom. Striking
proportions. Convex surfaces. Lines that make a statement. For
more individuality. More variability. More Driving Performance.
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YOU KNOW
YOU’VE ARRIVED.
THE MOMENT
YOU GET IN.

Outstanding performance, masterfully controlled. The
exclusive interior of the new Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door
Coupé puts the driver right in the thick of the action.
A new AMG Performance steering wheel in nappa leather
with new optional additional switches is your direct link
to the road and lets you change many of your sports car’s
parameters. All relevant information is on view at all
times thanks to the individually configurable additional
switches, the instrument cluster, and the central media
display with 12.3-inch color screen.
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AHEAD OF THE REST.
EVEN IN THE REAR.

Choice materials, elegant forms: the rear of the Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé maximizes comfort. Since
this is a genuine four-door model, it is now possible to experience Driving Performance in four or optionally
five seats. Even the passengers in the rear get to enjoy the driving pleasure with all senses thanks to the
stimulating ambient lighting, the comfortable three-stage seat heating, and the new AMG fragrance.
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THUNDER

AT THE PUSH
AT THE BUTTON.
A genuine AMG GT whichever way you look at it. Even the rear view of the
Mercedes-AMG GT 53 4-door Coupé draws on striking design features of the
AMG GT design idiom: extremely slender LED tail lamps including the familiar
running light turn signal indicators define the hallmark loading edge line, while the
extending multi-position or optionally fixed rear spoiler underlines the association
with the GT range. Muscular shoulders, the rounded rear in classic fastback design,
and prominently protruding wheel wells fuel emotions – which are further intensified
with just a dab on the accelerator. This is when you hear the unmistakable sound of the
optional, switchable AMG Performance exhaust system from the amply dimensioned
twin tailpipes. Fully-fledged GT feeling.
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THE MERCEDES-AMG GT 63 S 4-DOOR COUPÉ.

THERE’S ONLY
ROOM FOR FOUR

AT THE TOP.

Driving dynamics at motorsport level, explosive sprints, maximum comfort.
The Mercedes-AMG GT 63 S 4-door Coupé is the flagship model in the AMG GT
4-door range. Its sophisticated, powerful V8 biturbo engine with 470 kW (639 hp)
allows peerless driving experiences and combines outstanding performance with
exemplary efficiency. The AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT 9G with RACE START function
enables breathtaking sprints from 0 to 100 km /h in just 3.2 seconds. And the
striking front end in jet-wing design with trim makes an unequivocal statement:
this is a Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé with a V8 biturbo engine.
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As the ultimate four-door sports car, the new Mercedes-AMG GT 63 S 4-door
Coupé shows what it’s all about straight away: forward thrust. The AMG-specific
radiator grille, the long bonnet with the two powerdomes, and the large air
inlets are fully in-keeping with AMG’s design philosophy: sensual purity, striking
proportions, and a voluminous body. There’s no doubt about which performance
range this sports car belongs to.

FOLLOWS ITS

RACING LINE.
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AT HOME

AT THE LIMIT.

There’s no room for compromise at the limit – as demonstrated impressively by the new Mercedes-AMG GT 63 S
4-door Coupé. Inside the cockpit the AMG DNA is palpable and visible in every detail, not least in the
impressively high-grade materials and finest production quality. The AMG seats in high-grade Exclusive nappa
leather and the AMG Performance seats in sporty DINAMICA with colored contrasting topstitching offer
optimum lateral support when cornering.
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TOP PERFORMANCE.

DOWN TO THE
LAST DETAIL.
The AMG GT family resemblance is undeniable. This impression is reinforced by the
53.3 cm (21-inch) AMG cross-spoke forged wheels, which combine with the AMG
high-performance compound braking system to deliver pinpoint performance. As on the
AMG GT R, a radiator blind, the AIRPANEL, is positioned in front of the central cooling air
inlet and enhances the vehicle’s aerodynamic efficiency. In combination with the extending
rear spoiler, the vehicle offers not only active but also intelligent aerodynamics. There is
also the option of a fixed rear spoiler.
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BRILLIANTLY

BRUTAL.

As the youngest member of the AMG GT family, the new Mercedes-AMG GT 63 S 4-door Coupé
has motorsport DNA in every fiber. It shows its full potential on the racetrack: absolute steering precision
thanks to the 3-stage speed-sensitive steering. Superlative longitudinal and lateral dynamics with
maximum traction and enhanced ride comfort leave nothing to be desired. This is also thanks to the active
rear axle steering, which combines agility with stability to even better effect. For even more Driving
Performance. And even more GT feeling.
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THINK AND DRIVE

OUTSIDE THE BOX.
Motorsport level driving dynamics, explosive sprints, a striking silhouette, and four doors.
Tuned specifically to meet the requirements of the new Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé
models, the AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT 9G delivers astonishingly short shift times. Exclusive
in the Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé: even in the “Comfort” drive program, the trans
mission shifts into first gear for a spontaneous start. Thanks to the new AMG DYNAMICS drive
program attribute, the sports car’s handling is even more nuanced and agile.
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LOTS OF SCOPE

FOR MANEUVERS.
There are up to six drive programs to choose from, depending on the engine. Parameters relevant to driving such
as the response of the engine and suspension as well as the sound of the switchable exhaust system are adapted
depending on the drive program. Extra agility and driving dynamics are guaranteed courtesy of the suspension
systems AMG RIDE CONTROL and AMG RIDE CONTROL+ with adaptive damping systems. Thanks to the active AMG
rear axle steering, the vehicle is even more manageable and directionally stable right up to the limit. At speeds of up
to 100 km /h, the rear axle counter-steers to virtually shorten the wheelbase and make the vehicle even more agile.
At speeds above 100 km /h, the rear axle steers in the same direction, thus virtually lengthening the wheelbase and
impressively increasing the driving stability. The additional RACE drive program including Drift Mode underlines the
four-door model’s racetrack credentials.
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FREE.

STYLE.

Elegance meets pure, sporty character: the frameless side windows and the acutely
angled windscreen, tilting far towards the rear, play with the elements of classic
coupé design. As well as offering a new degree of freedom, the rear seat row almost
seamlessly integrates into the characteristic lines of the AMG GT models. With its
tapered lateral drops, wide shoulders, and the strongly protruding wheel wells, the
Mercedes-AMG GT 63 S 4-door Coupé makes a clear statement: sporty character’s
new shape has four doors.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE
SOCIETY.
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It may be the youngest offspring of the AMG GT family, but it’s more like the big brother. The Mercedes-AMG GT 4-Door Coupé
offers the familiar sporty character of the GT models combined with the ultimate in comfort to deliver an unparalleled driving
experience. In addition to the choice of three engines – AMG GT 53, AMG GT 63 and AMG GT 63 S – there are numerous
personalization options. Besides three different rear designs to choose from, there are exclusive exterior and interior packages
as well as a wide selection of paint finishes, wheels, and braking systems.
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DOWN TO THE FINGERTIPS.

New and unique in the center console: eight integrated,
high-resolution display buttons for drive programs,
controlling the transmission, suspension, ESP®, exhaust
system, start /stop function, volume control, and rear
spoiler.
Also new: the switch element on the control panel. This
touch-sensitive switch can be used to control the reversing
camera, navigation, radio, media, telephone, and vehicle
settings. All from one single button! The instrument cluster
layout likewise shines in a new light with the performanceoriented Supersport Screen.
With the optionally available additional switches integrated
on the AMG Performance steering wheel, you maintain
direct contact with the road and can change various para
meters of your sports car effortlessly. The switches
consist of a round control dial for selecting the drive
programs below the right steering wheel spoke as well
as two vertically positioned, colored display buttons and
pressure switches below the left steering wheel spoke,
each of which can be configured as required. The two
display buttons can be used to transfer other AMG
functions from the center console to the steering wheel.
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V8
Performance at sports car level: the proven twin-turbocharger design
of the AMG 4.0-liter V8 biturbo engine delivers up to 470 kW (639 hp),
propelling the AMG GT 63 S from 0 to 100 km /h in just 3.2 seconds with a
peak torque of 900 Nm that is available over a wide engine speed range
from 2500 to 4500 rpm. The compact engine design with hot inner V
additionally ensures spontaneous turbocharger response and relatively
low exhaust emissions. The two twin-scroll turbochargers increase output
and improve response. Mercedes-AMG combines these with turbine wheels
driven by roller bearings which reduces friction inside the turbocharger
to an absolute minimum. In addition to numerous improvements and modi
fications such as new pistons, optimized air intake, and intercooling,
the V8 engines now feature the AMG Cylinder Management cylinder shutoff
system, which reduces fuel consumption significantly.
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INLINE 6
The next step toward hybridization: the EQ Boost starter-generator. It provides
a boost of 16 kW (22 hp) in output and 250 Nm in torque, recuperation, load point
shifting,“sailing”, and the almost imperceptible restarting of the engine when
the start /stop function is in use. The innovative 320 kW (435 hp) 3.0-liter engine
in the 53 model delivers high performance and impressive electrification. A
highly efficient direct injection system with on-demand multiple injection and
multi-spark ignition guarantees an optimum mixture formation. The EQ Boost
starter-generator combines a starter and an alternator in a powerful electric motor
and enhances performance and driving dynamics while reducing consumption
with intelligent charging using an additional electrical compressor and an exhaust
gas turbocharger. The combination of an additional electrical compressor and
EQ Boost starter-generator provides immediate torque when starting off. For highly
dynamic response time without turbo lag.
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DRIVE.
The 4MATIC+ all-wheel drive ensures fully variable torque
and power distribution between the permanently live rear
axle and the front axle – always at the optimum level. This
allows a seamless change from traction-oriented all-wheel
drive to pure rear-wheel drive – for even more powerful
acceleration and outstanding traction. And it certainly needs
this in order to put the brute force conveyed by the
AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT 9G onto the road. During dynamic
cornering especially, the electronically controlled AMG
rear-axle limited-slip differential enhances handling. A wet
start-off clutch makes motorsport-like acceleration possible.
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PACKAGES.

Make your Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé even more elegant with the AMG Exterior Chrome Package. Additional elements in high-gloss
chrome such as the front splitter and the trim in the rear apron provide refined and in some cases contrasting highlights. Another
option is the AMG Aerodynamic Package including larger front splitter, fixed rear spoiler in high-gloss black, and flics on the front
apron, also in high-gloss black. There are numerous personalization options.
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IN THE REAR.
There is a choice of three different seating configurations
for the rear of the new Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé.
Particularly generous: the variant with two individually tiltable
seats, including a practical Business center console.
This offers a touchscreen for the entertainment system, two
USB ports, a temperature-controlled cup holder, wireless
charging for cell phones, and a 230 V socket. There is also the
choice of a three-seater bench seat with folding backrest
and fold-down armrest or two individual seats with a shallow
stowage compartment. A level of comfort that makes the rear
of the Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé one of the best in the
Gran Turismo category.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE
BRAKES.

The Mercedes-AMG GT 4-Door Coupé is factory-fitted with internally ventilated and
perforated high-performance compound brake discs on all four wheels. The silver-colored
brake calipers with compound brake discs (360 x 36 mm at the front, 360 x 26 mm at
the rear) are reserved for the AMG GT 53 model, while the AMG GT 63 and AMG GT 63 S
(390 x 36 mm at the front, 360 x 26 mm at the rear) boast red and yellow painted
calipers respectively as stand-out features. Black “AMG” lettering is common to all models.
The optional AMG ceramic high-performance compound braking system allows motorsport-style braking. With the generously dimensioned ceramic brake discs (402 x 39 mm
at the front, 360 x 32 mm at the rear), sophisticated technology meets outstanding
performance. Exceptionally short stopping distances, a precise pressure point, and extra
ordinary fade resistance – even under extreme conditions. Not only are they around 40%
lighter than conventional compound brake discs, they also make a clear visual statement.
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1 The MULTIBEAM LED headlamps extend the Intelligent Light System function and ensure optimum illumination of
the road. The active light function makes driving in the dark even safer.
2 The Parking Package with reversing camera makes parking child’s play. The camera at the rear sends the image to
the multimedia system display.

STANDARD

2

3 Two high-resolution 31.2 cm (12.3-inch) displays with three different display styles – “Classic”, “Sport” and “Super
Sport” – indicate the multimedia system’s functions in the performance models.

EQUIPMENT.

4 Get in and feel at home straight away – courtesy of the ambient lighting. The indirectly
illuminated interior not only enhances safety when driving at night, it also creates an
atmosphere that can be personalized.
5 It’s not only the driver and front passenger who can enjoy the full comfort of heated
seats. Seat heating is optionally available for the rear passengers, too.

OPTIONAL

EQUIPMENT.

3
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3 The premium COMAND Online navigation system offers extensive networking,
an integrated control and display concept, natural voice control, and three years
of free map updates. Motorsport enthusiasts will revel in the integrated AMG TRACK
PACE app, which analyzes the driver’s driving style. It also allows vehicle-specific data
to be called up, saved, and shared on social networks.

1 The AMG ceramic high-performance compound braking
system delivers deceleration values that you can count on even in
4 The optional AMG Performance seats in nappa leather, Exclusive nappa leather, Exclusive
exceptional situations. It is up to 40% lighter than conventional
nappa leather /DINAMICA, or Exclusive STYLE nappa leather tangibly improve lateral support
braking systems and enhances driving dynamics and agility thanks
for
the driver and front passenger with a more contoured seat form and adjustable side bolsters.
to lower unsprung masses.

1
4
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2

3

5

2 The new luxury in the High-Class rear suite: the individual
comfort seats including touchscreen make for a high-quality
ambiance. Passengers sit exceptionally comfortably on the rear
seats and have access to comprehensive infotainment functions
and convenience features.

5 With the Burmester® high-end 3D surround sound system, you and your passengers can
enjoy exceptional sound quality in all seats. The sound pattern can be adjusted according to
individual preference and music style.
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TECHNICAL

1495

Mercedes-AMG GT
53: 1455
63: 1442
63 S: 1447

DATA.

1488

1452

1467
Mercedes-AMG GT
53: 1673
63: 1675
63 S: 1669
Mercedes-AMG

Mercedes-AMG

Mercedes-AMG

Mercedes-AMG

Mercedes-AMG GT 43

GT 43 4MATIC+

GT 53 4MATIC+

GT 63 4MATIC+

GT 63 S 4MATIC+

Displacement (cc)

2999

2999

2999

3982

3982

Rated output1 (kW [hp] at rpm)

2702

2702

3202

4302

4702

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s)

5,0

4,9

4,5

3,4

3,2

Top speed (km/h)

270

270

285

310

3153

Urban

10,3-10,6

11,7-12,3

11,7-12,3

15,0-15,2

15,2

Extra-urban

6,8-7,0

7,7-8,0

7,7-8,0

8,8-8,9

8,9

Combined

8,1-8,3

9,1-9,4

9,1-9,4

11,1-11,2

11,3

Combined CO2 emissions4 (g/km)

184-189

209-215

209-215

252-256

257

Emission class5/Efficiency class6

C-C

D-D

D-D

F-F

F-F

3

3

3

3

2069

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)
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Information about the rated output according to Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently valid version. 2 Available temporarily. 3 Electronically governed. 4 The stated figures were determined according to the prescribed measurement method. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures”
pursuant to Art. 2 No. 1 Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. Fuel consumption figures have been calculated on this basis. Electrical consumption has been determined on the basis of Directive 692/2008/EC. More information about the official fuel consumption and the official specific
CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is available in the publication entitled “Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-emissionen und den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen” [“Guidelines concerning the fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and electricity consumption of new
passenger cars”], available free of charge at all retailers and from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH (www.dat.de). The figures are not based on an individual model and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle
models. The figures will vary according to the optional equipment selected. 5 Information only valid within the European Union. May vary from country to country. 6 Determined on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into consideration the vehicle mass. Only valid for Germany.
For more technical data, please visit www.mercedes-benz.com

726
510

454
493
314

267

Mercedes-AMG GT
53: 1666
63: 1670
63 S: 1664
1

970

1036

911

2951
5054

1192

1953

All figures in millimeters. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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Sharing a special passion: the AMG Private Lounge is our community for
everything to do with the world of AMG. It provides a forum that allows
AMG customers to get together at first-class events or to use the online
platform to discuss the latest developments from Affalterbach. They also
benefit from special offers and from the direct link to the AMG headquarters:
www.mercedes-amg.com /privatelounge /welcome
The AMG Driving Academy possesses an unparalleled team spirit. Experience
performance with like-minded individuals and improve your driving skills at
racetrack and lifestyle events held at breathtaking locations around the world.
Join the “World’s Fastest Family”: www.mercedes-amg.com /driving-academy
Want even more? Mercedes-AMG Motorsport offers the ideal platform for
professional motorsport in the form of the Customer Racing Program –
featuring the Mercedes-AMG GT3 race car developed specifically for the
purpose. A fully integrated service package delivers top-level motorsport:
www.mercedes-amg.com /customerracing
At the AMG Performance Studio, we build automobiles tailor-made to your
wishes. The creativity of our experts knows no bounds – from special technical
components, through extravagant paint finishes to exclusive interior appoin
tments, this is where one-offs are fashioned, to the very highest standards of
hand-made craftsmanship.
Enter the world of AMG. Experience Driving Performance.

WE DON’T JUST BUILD CARS.
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WE MAKE DREAMS COME TRUE.
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HANDCRAFTED

BY RACERS.

Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé combined fuel consumption: 11.3 l/100 km; combined CO2 emissions: 257 g/km.
Mercedes-AMG GT R combined fuel consumption: 12.4 l/100 km; combined CO2 emissions: 284 g/km.
Mercedes-AMG GT C Roadster combined fuel consumption: 12.5 l/100 km; combined CO2 emissions: 284 g/km.
Mercedes-AMG GT Roadster combined fuel consumption: 11.5 l/100 km; combined CO2 emissions: 262 g/km.
Mercedes-AMG GT Coupé combined fuel consumption: 11.4 l/100 km; combined CO2 emissions: 261 g/km.
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From the Mercedes-AMG GT3 racing car to the Mercedes-AMG GT Roadster: a common feature of all the vehicles belonging
to the Mercedes-AMG GT family is their motorsport origins. Their distinctive sound is instantly recognizable. Their unique design
immediately catches the eye. Comprising the Mercedes-AMG GT 4-door Coupé, Mercedes-AMG GT Coupé, and the open-top
Mercedes-AMG GT Roadster, the Mercedes-AMG GT range forms the spearhead of our portfolio. Developed and built by motorsport
enthusiasts, they carry the genes that characterize exceptional sports cars: technology and engineering expertise directly from the
racetrack. In other words: “Handcrafted by Racers”.
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With the initiative “Passion for Good”, Mercedes-AMG is continuing to build on its partnership with the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”
and committing itself for the long term to supporting the foundation established by Mercedes-Benz in 2000. “Passion for Good” creates a
direct link between AMG’s greatest passion, motorsport, and the new charity initiative. For every racing kilometer driven by the Performance
Teams of Mercedes-AMG Customer Racing in the GT3 racing series, Mercedes-AMG will donate one euro to the projects of the “Laureus
Sport for Good Foundation”. The commitment reflects Mercedes-AMG’s awareness of its social responsibility and supports the important
work undertaken by the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation” with disadvantaged children and adolescents.
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